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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing the MFJ-1838 eight band HF antenna.   You new antenna is composed of 
High strength material for excellent rigidly and light weight.  The MFJ-1838 is compact and excellent
for restricted space or portable installations.  The antenna is omnidirectional enough to not require a 
rotator.  It has good bandwidth and minimum SWR on all five bands.  It can be mounted on tripod for 
temporary locations or any mast 1-3/4 diameter or smaller for permanent installation. 

Preparation

This antenna although it is not heavy, might be cumbersome for one person to handle.  
It is a good idea to have a temporary mast about 6 feet off the ground to hold the antenna while you
are working on it.  If you don’t have a mast available, saw horses other support can be used.  
The antenna support arms can be installed on a flat surface like a garage floor if needed.  The antenna
assembly will go quickly and is fairly easy but take your time anyway.  As with all antennas, safety 
glasses are recommended during the assembly and tuning.  We don’t want you to “Poke your eye out”. 
Pick a clear open spot and assemble the antenna away from other people.  Do not allow children 
in the assembly area.  Only the people involved in the construction should be near.  If you plan to 
assemble the antenna over grass, be prepared to go on a lawn safari to find the hardware that you drop.
It’s not a question of if, but when you drop something.  A few extra parts have been included in the parts
pack for just such a adventure.   Assembly can be done by one person but when the antenna is to be 
mounted or moved, plan to have a friend help.  It is not wise to attempt to install any antenna without 
help.  Don’t rush.  The more time you put into the antenna, the happier you will be with  the results.  

WARNING
KEEP THIS ANTENNA  

AWAY FROM POWER LINES
Never mount or move any antenna where it can come into contact
with power lines.  If this antenna comes into contact with power 
lines, it can KILL you.  Never mount any antenna where if it fell

it could come into contact with power lines. 



In the box

2 mounting plates 1 mounting bracket

4 x 1-1/4”
element arms 1 feed arm 8 insulators 1 matching box

Parts pack

1 roll of element wire for each band

Lots of 
Nuts and Bolts

10      12    15    17     20    30    40

4 x 1”
element arms 1 support arm

1 u-bolt bracket

1 bundle of 
dacron rope



Assembly

Select one of the two mounting plates.  Install the mount bracket onto the plate
using four 10-24 x ½ bolts split washers and nuts.  Make sure the nuts are on 
the bracket side.

6 places

mounting 
bracket
holes

Select one of the four larger (1-1/4” ) element arms.  Install the arm between the two plates
using two 10-24 x 1-3/4 inch bolts, split washer and nuts.  If you Wish to use the top support
arm, now is when you need to install the u-bolt bracket on the top plate using the same bolts
that hold the arms in and the plates together.   Pick any 3 of the 4 holes used to mount the 
end of the element tubes.  Snug the nuts but do not tighten.  If you do not do this now, you 
can still do it later, but you will have to remove three of the bolts that hold the element tubes
in the bracket. 
Install the remaining three and the shorter feed tube (has mount holes) in the same manner.  

Support arms

10-24 x 1-3/4

10-24 x ½

Flanges come together
to form an enclosure

Flap down

Top side of 
bracket



Install the smaller one inch tubes into the larger tubes.  Align the holes and 
install the 1/4-20 bolt, washer and nylon lock nut as shown.

4 places



The matching box can now be mounted to the feed arm.  Use the 6-32 nylon locking 
nut to secure it to the tube.  Use the nylon ties to route the coax along the tube back towards the 
mounting plates.

Mounting plate

Now would be a good time to mount the antenna
on a temporary mast if you haven’t already.
Use the two silver U-bolts to secure the mast inside
the mounting bracket.  The center of gravity is
on the edge of the bracket.  This is the reason
for the mount to be off centered.  

Matching box

Mounting plate



Element 
tube

Distance A
From bolt.

The wire guides are assembled as shown below.  Use a 5/16 nut driver or a flat head 
screwdriver to unscrew hose clamp and insert band through the two slotted holes.
Note that one hole in the ABS plastic is larger than the rest.  This is to allow an eylet
to pass through the hole if needed.  This hole will not be used for this antenna so turn
it so it is on bottom or toward the outer edge of the antenna.   Put the hose clamp band
around the element and restart the band in the screw housing by slowly turning the screw
while inserting.  Placement of the clamps Is shown by distance A and B in the diagram.
These distances are not absolute.  Final adjustments may change them. 

Distance B
from end of 
1-1/4 tube

6   meters    24 inches
10 meters    30 inches   
12 meters    36 inches
15 meters    44 inches
17 meters    52 inches
20 meters    65 inches   
30 meters                        31 inches
40 meters                       end of tube

A B

Distance to inner hole

Orentation of the ABS
on the element tubes
is up to you.  It doesn’t 
matter which side of the 
tube you use, however the 
antenna will look neater
if they are uniform. 



A

Assemble the rope ring support as shown.  Two of the square pieces are used for 
greater strength.  The assembly will fit snug into the support tube.  Measure distance
A before inserting it into the tube.  Drive a self tapping #6 screw into the tube just above
the bottom washer.   The nylon locknuts will resist movement and do not need to be 
tight against the washers.

A

A

Mounting plate

Clamp the support tube onto the mounting plate using the gold colored
u-bolt assembly.  Cut the supplied rope into 4 equal sections.  Route
     the rope through the holes in the rope ring leaving 3 inches overlap
         and attach 3 cable ties to secure it.  

Route the wire around and under the flatwasher at least two
times.  Install 3 cable ties and make sure one tie is close 
enough to the washer so that there is not enough slack to 
allow the rope to slip over the washer.  

Not to scale



Loop extra wire back around
Don't trim it yet.
Wait for tuning

center 

insulator

Each band has a single wire with eyelets on each end.  Start with the 10 meter wire and 
each band after that will be the same procedure.  Unroll the wire and find the center by 
folding in half.  Have someone hold the ends with eyelets or hook them over something.
Be careful not to kink the wire.  If it does kink, simply bend it back straight. Once you find 
the center and cut it there.  Attach the eyelet end to the match box using the 6-32 x 5/16 
screws and lock nuts.  Tighten them securely.   Thread the other end though the abs 
insulators.  You will have too much wire when you reach the other side.  Thread the wire 
ends through the insulator eyelets and center the insulator between the element arms.  
Fold the wire back on itself to keep it there for later.
Repeat this for the rest of the bands.  Do not attempt to tune any band until all the wires 
are in place.  6 meters may be left off if desired.  The 6 meter element is routed differently 
as shown in the diagram.  It makes a diamond shape and a small amount of wire should
hang off the end for tuning.  The 6 meter element wire will share the eyelet location with
the 10 meter wire.

10+612151720

30

40
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10
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Make sure insulator is 
centered with mast plate

Loop wire through eyelet
and around itself three
times.  Allow excess to 

hang downward.

Looping the wire around itself tightly is more than enough to hold the wire in place on the
insulator.  Do not try to tension the wires to remove all the sag.  Sag in the wires will not
affect the operation of the antenna and it will prevent stress on the antenna parts.  Too 
much sag is when the different band wires are allowed to contact each other. 

Tune the antenna while it is at least 6 ft off the ground for 6-20 meters.  For 30 and 40, it 
should be at least 12 ft off the ground.   The operating frequency will increase as you 
raise the antenna higher off the ground.  This will be more noticeable on 30 and 40.  6-20
may only shift slightly when raised.  Initial tuning should be done below the band.  You can
always trim more wire off but it can’t be added without a soldering iron.  
 
Tuning the antenna is done by trimming the wires that are left hanging from the insulator.
You will have more wire than is needed so a lot may be left hanging from the insulator. 
Check for an SWR dip on each band to see how close you are to the desired frequency.
You should be well below the band with the amount of wire supplied.  If you have trouble
determining which dip is associated with which band,  fold one set of wire ends back on 
themselves effectively shortening the wire to its shortest possible length.  The SWR dip 
that is associated with that wire will move up in frequency.   When the wires are folded 
back, it will be the same as if you have cut the entire hanging amount off.  You can use 
this to adjust the wire guides so that when the wires are cut completely, the antenna will
be tuned to the top of the band.  This will make the amount of wire hanging from the 
insulators as short as possible. 

Just a few inches of wire is ideal to hang off the insulators.
Adjusting the wire guides outward on the spreaders will increase the size of the loop and
reduce the amount of wire needed to hang from the insulator.  This may take a little trial 
and error to get it just right.  Take your time and you will be happy with the results.  If you 
tune the antenna and have to much wire hanging off the insulator, simply unwrap the wire
and move it so an acceptable amount is hanging off.  Move the wire guides to remove the
additional slack in the wire that was created.  Check the SWR again to make sure its still in 
place.  Remember to keep the insulator centered so that wires on both sides are the same 
length.   If the wire lengths on each side are different, The SWR dip will not be as sharp and 
may be higher than desired.  This tuning procedure should start with the 10 or 6  meter wire
and move to 40.  



6M

6 meters should be tuned the same way except the ends of the wire terminate
at one of the wire guides.  Loop the wire around one of the holes of the wire
guide and leave some hanging off.  The wire guide next to the mast plate can be
moved where needed to make the 6 meter element as long or as short as needed.

PART # DESCRIPTION QTY

735-1838-UB
811-1838-3
811-1838-4

Support mast bracket
1-1/4 x 39 fiberglass tube  (match box mount)
1-1/4  x 33 inch  Fiberglass tube (support tube)

2
4
1

10-1838-1
735-1838
13-1838-6

13-1838-10
13-1838-12

Matching Box
Mast Mounting bracket
6   meter wire assembly
10 meter wire assembly
12 meter wire assembly

1

1
1
1
1

15 meter wire assembly
13-1838-17 17 meter wire assembly

1
1

13-1838-15

20 meter wire assembly   13-1838-20 1
13-1838-30
13-1838-40

30 meter wire assembly
40 meter wire assembly

1
1

Insulator   13-1838-FI 7

737-1838
811-1838-1
811-183-2

Aluminum Mast plate
1-1/4 x 72 inch fiberglass tube
1 x 72 inch  Fiberglass tube

2
4
1

13-1838-SR Dacron Support Rope

Wire guides



1/4-20 NYLON LCK NUT705-2520S-NL  3
#6 self taping screw656S-0375S-A  1

745-31116S #16 Hose clamp
736-1848 ABS WIRE BRACKET

 32

745-31116S GOLD U-BOLT SET 1
566344 FLAT WASHER 4

554071 10-24 HEX NUT 16

561178 SPLITWASHER #10 16
500158 10-24 X ½ BOLT 6

656-0312S 6-32 X 5/16  16
705-0632S-K 6-32 KEEPNUT 18

ABS WASHER736-1845-W  5
1/4-20 X 3-3/4 BOLT662-3250S 1
ROPE RING736-1835-RR 2
ABS CABLE TIE745-2149B  30

 32

17-1838-1  PARTS PACK

745-31116S STAINLESS U-BOLT SET 2
014388 10-24 NYLON NUT 4

705-0632-NL 6-32 NYLON NUT 1

500321 10-24 X 1-3/4 BOLT 14

 

Antenna Mast 

The recommended support mast for the MFJ-1838 is steel water pipe between the sizes 
of 1-1/2" OD to 2" OD and with a length that will place the antenna base at a safe 
height.  The MFJ-1838 is designed to operate at a height of 10 or more feet for proper 
performance. Placement on the side of a house or garage at eaves level is acceptable as 
long as the wires will not be in contact with anything.   

Antenna Grounding 

Although the MFJ-1838 is designed to operate efficiently without the requirement of an 
earth ground, SAFETY GROUNDING must still be provided to protect equipment, 
property and persons from the hazards of lightning strikes and other weather related 
electrical discharges. In addition the coaxial cable feeding the antenna should have the 
shield grounded to eliminate the risk of any indoor equipment failure from allowing 
hazardous voltages from appearing indoors and creating a shock hazard. The support 
mast should be grounded with a large diameter ground wire. 

Additional protection can be accomplished by grounding the shield of the coax where 
it enters the building to a good earth ground or directly burying the cable in the earth 
for several feet before it enters the building. The coaxial cable should be totally 
disconnected from the station during threatening weather conditions for maximum 
lightning protection. 

 







12 MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY 
 
MFJ Enterprises, Inc. Warrants to the original owner of this product, if manufactured by MFJ 
Enterprises, Inc. and purchased from an authorized dealer or directly from MFJ Enterprises, Inc. to be 
free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 12 months from date of purchase 
provided the following terms of this warranty are satisfied. 
 
1. The purchaser must retain the dated proof-of-purchase (bill of sale, canceled check, credit card or 

money order receipt, etc.) describing the product to establish the validity of the warranty claim 
and submit the original or machine reproduction of such proof-of-purchase to MFJ Enterprises, 
Inc. at the time of warranty service.  MFJ Enterprises, Inc. shall have the discretion to deny 
warranty without dated proof-of-purchase.  Any evidence of alteration, erasure, or forgery shall be 
cause to void any and all warranty terms immediately. 

 
2. MFJ Enterprises, Inc. agrees to repair or replace at MFJ’s option without charge to the original 

owner any defective product under warranty, provided the product is returned postage prepaid to 
MFJ Enterprises, Inc. with a personal check, cashiers check, or money order for $7.00 covering 
postage and handling. 

 
3. MFJ Enterprises, Inc. will supply replacement parts free of charge for any MFJ product under 

warranty upon request.  A dated proof-of-purchase and a $5.00 personal check, cashiers check, or 
money order must be provided to cover postage and handling. 

 
4. This warranty is NOT void for owners who attempt to repair defective units.  Technical 

consultation is available by calling (662) 323-5869. 
 
5. This warranty does not apply to kits sold by or manufactured by MFJ Enterprises, Inc. 
 
6. Wired and tested PC board products are covered by this warranty provided only the wired and 

tested PC board product is returned.  Wired and tested PC boards installed in the owner’s cabinet 
or connected to switches, jacks, or cables, etc. sent to MFJ Enterprises, Inc. will be returned at the 
owner’s expense unrepaired. 

 
7. Under no circumstances is MFJ Enterprises, Inc. liable for consequential damages to person or 

property by the use of any MFJ products. 
 
8. Out-of-warranty Service: MFJ Enterprises, Inc. will repair any out-of-warranty product provided 

the unit is shipped prepaid.  All repaired units will be shipped COD to the owner.  Repair charges 
will be added to the COD fee unless other arrangements are made. 

 
9. This warranty is given in lieu of any other warranty expressed or implied. 
 
10. MFJ Enterprises, Inc. reserves the right to make changes or improvements in design or 

manufacture without incurring any obligation to install such changes upon any of the products 
previously manufactured. 

 
11. All MFJ products to be serviced in-warranty or out-of-warranty should be addressed to MFJ 

Enterprises, Inc., 300 Industrial Park Road, Starkville, Mississippi 39759, USA and must be 
accompanied by a letter describing the problem in detail along with a copy of your dated proof-of-
purchase. 

 
12. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from state 

to state. 
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